NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS
NASHIM invites the submission of academic articles, review essays, and literary
pieces relating to women/feminism/gender and Judaism, on the understanding that the
bulk of the material published in the journal will be academic. Authors are encouraged
to bear in mind the journal’s interdisciplinary nature.
Editorial procedures
All academic papers deemed appropriate for NASHIM will be sent out anonymously
to readers for peer review.
Preparation of Copy
Manuscripts should not exceed 12,000 words (including notes) and should be accompanied by an abstract of not more than 150 words. Where possible, please submit
electronic copy (PC/WORD compatible), formatted for printing on standard-size
paper and double-spaced, leaving generous top, bottom, and side margins. Submission
of black and white illustrations, where appropriate, is encouraged.
A separate page should include the article title and the author’s name and address.
To protect anonymity during peer review, the author’s name should not appear in the
manuscript itself.
Notes should be placed at the end of the article and should take the following style:
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Further citations should refer by short title to the work’s first appearance in the notes,
as in:
Sered, Women as Ritual Experts (above, note 3), p. 45.

In other stylistic matters, authors are asked to consult the Chicago Manual of Style.
Transliteration guidelines
‘ =  ;א = ’ ;עtz =  ;צei = ֵ ; k/kh = כ
Please send e-mail attachments to nashim@schechter.ac.il. If electronic submission
is not possible, please send a disk or three hard copies of the article to NASHIM: The
Schechter Institute of Jewish Studies, POB 16080, Jerusalem 91160, Israel. Please
indicate your e-mail address or fax number to facilitate correspondence.
Copyrights to articles published in NASHIM belong to Nashim: A Journal of
Jewish Women’s Studies and Gender Issues and are handled exclusively by Indiana
University Press.

